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Is the MIRAGE really a mirage???

ennison Speaks
To New Senators
·In First Meeting
SPORTS~ PAGE

,

'' .

LOBO Editor Jim Jansson and
·Morning Editor 'Bob Storey Will
attend the Rocky Mountain College Press Association's annual
convention in Flagstaff, Arizona,
EDITOR PAUL COUEY
this weekend.
Managing
Editor 'Barbara
Warne will take charge of theSplit Doubleheader
newspaper in Jansson's absence.
Jansson said Student Publications Board had approved his request to attend the meeting because of the outstanding educational value it offered in its instructional journalism seminars
New Mexico took its fjrst WAC
In the second tilt New Mexico and because he requested that the
baseball victory of the season in out-hit the visitor, 8-4. Scott Chil-' LOBO be entered into as many of
the final game of a three-game dress and Mark Johnson went two the press contests as possible to
series with the University of Ari- for three, knocking in two runs see how it stacked up to. the other
zona at UNM field.
apiece to account for all of" the regional publications.
The visiting :Wildcats upended Lobo's scoring.
Featured speaker for the conthe Lobos on Friday afternoon,
The Loss in the second contest
vention
will be former Republican
6-5. On Saturday Arizona took the went to Ralph Sallee (4-3).
Presidential
nominee Barry Goldfirst game, 10-4, but New Mexico O'Brien's record remained unwater.
Goldwater
will deliver the
edged the visitors, 4-3 in the blimished at 7-0.
keynote
address
at
the awards
closer.
· The Lobos taken Highlands Unibanquet
and
will
speak
as a noted
Have 27-11 Record
versity of Las Vegas here today
newspaper
columnist
and
photogArizona upped its record to at 3 p.m.
rapher.
.
27-11 during the series and 3-3 in
the southern division of the conference. New Mexico's record
stands at 18-11. UNM is 1-5 in
league play.
Key to the game on Friday was
Arizona's ability to get 10 bits off
The Kiva Club will bold a constarter Jim Kalk in the first four
ference
May 6-7 on campus to dis· innings and hand on for the viccuss the problems and resJionsitory.
Sophomore ~ob McAulay, makLOS ANGELES (CPS) An bUities of students who are edU;
ing a name :for himsel:f quite :fast, unlisted phone number that ap- cated members o£ an Indian
took his seventh victory of the peared in the UCLA humor maga- tribe.
season in the second game of the zine may cause the publishers a
Theme for the Southwestern
double header when he held the good deal of trouble.
regional meeting is "You, the
Wildcats to four hits. He .needed
The number appeared in an il- . Contemporary Indian." Chairhelp from Bill Posen in the lustration with a story entitled man is Virgil Gatewood, a sophoseventh. He has two losses on the "A UCLA Primer." The illustra- more architecture student from
season total.
,
tion showed a bluebook, used for Gallup.
Outhit Lobos
About 400 persons are expected
taking examinations, with a key
The 'Cats out-hit the Wolfpacks taped to the cover. Under the to attend. They will come from
in the first game on Saturday, key was the phone number.
New Mexico, Utah, Colorado, Ari16-11. Ace Wildcat hurler Pat
The number turned out to be zona, Wyoming, Oklahoma and
O'Brien gathered two hits in real. It was the unlisted number Texas.
·
three times at bat, while knocking that belonged to a former UCLA
in two runs to contribute to his coed who isn't at all impressed
own victory.
with what's been happening since
the magazine came out.
Her attorney said she had to
have her phone disconnected because "readers with mischief on
their minds" began calling the
number at all hours of the day
and night.
The number was used quite inadvertently, the magazine's editor,
(Continued from Page 1)
Lawrence Grobel, said. Grobel
tors, Sam Carnes, speculated to said he used the last four digits
the LOBO that one of the candi- of his hometown number and adddates, Chuck Worley, might call ed a Los Angeles prefix.
ADVERTISING RATES:
for a recount of the votes. W orThe attorneys say such inad- CLASSIFIED
line ad•• 65e-4 tim01, $2.00. Irt.tertiono
ley was twenty-sixth in the vot- vertent use is not necessarily a 4muot
be submitted by noon on day before
ing order, only two votes behind legal defense, and they have a publication to Room 159. Stud011t PublleaLynna Joseph, the last Senator. long Jist of cases to substantiate tions Building. Phone 217-4002 or 211-U02.
FOR SALE
Joseph polled 730 votes, Worley their point. The former · coed is
3'
ll
JJEDROOJI,
1
bath, fireplace. oeparate
polled 728.
improssed with that. She may sue.
dining room, corner .lot w/alley ..,.,_
Results of the voting on the
to walled tard w/innet walled patio. 0.8
miles to UNJf, 323 Amherat Dr. SE.
constitutional amendments and
$14,260: S460 down. 277-2020; 256-1243.
the opinion poll concerning the
4/22, 21i, 27, 28.
makeup pf the Yell Leaders were
MUST lldl or trad-Ponehe 1111 hardtob
conrertlblot. Make otter. Call Dr. Chapmari,,
not available at press time .
298-l4(f4.
.
4-13, 21 '
Irregularity Reported
MlJI.I'f
84!11:
JI011da
SPCJrt
50,
1H4
Model :
From dawn to discotheque
One irregularity concerning
mrull,llt 8bape, new tire. Call art..r,
campaign procedures was report11:00 p.m., .John Mual-871-1663.
r j'
they're really with it ••• Permaed. Fred Seligson, Dennison supOn t11e basis of recommend. - · - ,
. .
4·20, 21, 22
' nently pressed 50% Fortrel P.OI~
porter, was reported to have been tions made by the Safety Commit.JlJmV~X:.::CES=---ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
stuffing Dennison campaign ma- tee, it has . been decided to estab- m>iWmil'lrC';;;e, " r~pal~. Speelal
~IM W IJHJf studen!ll on all m""hlneo.
terial into copies of the LOBO Iish a Safety ·OffiJce· w 1"th a full
Wrangler your best buddy from
YtMI pkkUp /Jo deJIVet)l, E " E Typ.,_
..,.lrer I'Jervf<:<~. 2211 Coal BE, phon~>
and distributing the papers to time Safety Coordinator who will
early classes to just-one-more243·0JIJ~.
students in the Union. When report to the President through
and erutlve alteration•
frug at midnight ... and they're
questioned by the LOBO, Selig· the Comptroller. This office, which l'JI:llSONAUZEu
and r•tylfng, Sewing and mendln... Mn.
llover, 201 Stanford BE (eloll4! to Unl•
son said, "Yes, I was doing it, has been operating informally for
guaranteed for one year1s normal
venlty), phone 242-1&33.
but I only handed out abopt three several months, will have formal
wear.
statUS
as
of
July
1.
PERSONALS
or four copies of the paper beThe function of the office will GIRL to •hare apartm~nt expen•es with·
fore elections committee officials
They stay like new forever. In a
Workinlf woman and email eon. 2 Dioel<s
be
stopped me.'' When · asked if he
to provide assistance and eonfrom bu• line. Call Carol. at 242-8051
full range of colors and styles.
between 8 am·6 pm. 4/22, 25, 27.
knew that the practice was suiting service to ·all units of the
against election . procedures, he University in matters relating to GREETING canis for f!V/017 oeculon. Con•
SEE lllll 1i 2011 SW
replied, 11No, I had. no idea it safety, to the end that facilities,
t;:f'd,~~l'>fnvf::~e:;~ :!:'i.a:'~H=11!J
was." ·
equipment, and operations in all
Hallmark, 3501 I.omu NE.
FOR FAMOUS
The new Associated Students areas are as safe as possible: It FLYING atudenta eh«k our .,..,.. lower
MR.
WRANGLER
· furth er· Jn
• te n· de d to IDI
• •t•Ja te· · offer,
rates, Many
Alk about the S&.OO lntroduetMF
officerll, once the election returns Ill
additional featureo at no
SIURTS & SLACKS
extra ...t. Calf Southw..tem Sb-n.
have been declared official by Stu· safety education programs for.the
HELl' WANTED
dent Court, will take their oaths encouragement of positive' attior write.
of office and begin their official tudes toward safety among all in-. WANTED: Coleman Travelotead tor stu·
duties in the annual honors as~ dividuals and groups wJto study, . dent Senate. Reward olfered, a Senator
•·
d
t
h
to represent. all Rl'oUIHI on campllll.
Wot:'!i• ..~ _ nte~ .• on ~ ! e-'II)I!US., , , •
4-zo, zt; z~
350 l"lfthAv.e~:~ue,.New York, N.Y. 10001
sembly thi11 Thuf~~~¥ ,night. .
1

Lobo Baseballers Edge Arizona to Win
First WAC Conference Victory, 4-3

Magazine's Prank
Couses Trouble
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May 6 Conference

Cramming
Clowning:.·
Crashing
Pubbing ~
Frugging

By ANNE LEHNHAUSEN
Noted columnist, Ann Landers
said in a speech sponsored by the
Newman Forum Monday night at
UNM that too many people today
know the price of eve1·ything and
the value of nothing.
Miss Landers whose home
newspaper is the Chicago SunTimes, has a syndicated column
on advice not only to the love-lorn
but on all aspects of daily living.
She has a total of 54 million readers of 660 neWspapers.
"I find that people want to
know about other things than the
affairs of the heart," Miss Landers said.
She said that she has learned
thrce thingS in her ten year
career.

Voters. OK Three -.
New Amendments
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First, everyone is lonely deep
inside and crys to be understood.
Second, trouble is not always bad,
for it is the common denominator
to living. It makes one humble.
Third, money is our most over1·ated commodity. People with
money have many problems. "It
can buy delicious food, but it
cannot buy an appitlte," she said.
Miss Landers said that one big
problem in our country today is
that a one-eyed monster has
threatened to breed a race of pco·
ple without vocal cords. The television set is a symptom of a national disease-boredom. "More
divorces are caused by falling
asleep than any single act."
Directing people to service
agencies such as the A. A. Chap·
ters, homes for unwed mothers,
and marriage counseling offices,
is one of her main duties.
CoI umns Not For Laughter
"I know some people read my
columns for enjoyment, but I do
not write to l'Oll people in the
ailses," she said. But she said she
realizes that laughter can be good
medicine for it can "take the
sting out of misery."
Almost. a half of Ann Landers'

All the amendments to the new'
Associated Students Constitution
passed except the one stating that
one member of the Student Rl'l.dio
Board would be a senator.
Amendments that passed in the
election were:
1-The right of the defendant
in Student Court were clarified ..
The defendant shall not be com·
By J, MARK LONO
pelted to witMss against himself.
ColJegiate Press Service
He shall have the asl!istance of
counsel for hill defense.
Joseph C. Didinger was a bright
2-The Nationl Student Al'!so- young man married to a beauticiation Coordinator shall have a ful , alert girl. Last December he
scholarship index of at least 2.0 was busy readying his 45-foot,
while he is in office. He must also two-masted yawl :for a proposed
be a member of the Associated sailing venture to the West InStudents and have attended the dies.
University fol' at least two semesEarly this January, Joseph
ters. These qualifications are the Didinger was the subject of an
same as those required o:t the official U.S. arl!ly statement:
president, vice president, treas"At approximately 9:30 a.m.
urer ,administrative assistants,
on January 4, 1966, Joseph Didinand the attorney general.
3-The function of the National ger, a pre-inductee from Thorn·,, and International Aqairs Com- berry Township, Pa., fell from a
mittees were clarified. The. Com- window of an unoccupied office on
mittee shall be composed of :tour the third floor of the armed forcel'!
· ~tudents, two faculty members, examining and entrance station,
and one representative of the a!J- · Boston Army Base. He was reministration. OtiC of the student ferred :for pre-induction by
members shall be a Senator and Somet•ville
Selective
Service
another shall serve as chairman.
B(lard 22 and wal'! une of 266 pre•

mail comes from men. "These men
are usually worrle.d about women
such as their mother-in-law or
sister, but usually their letters
are about their wife or girlfriend
or the deadly combination of the
last two," she said. She said men
tell her she "sounds like a hardboiled cookie who knows the
score."
Morality Most Argued Subject
Ann Landers said that morality
is the most passionately argued
subject in our times but no two
people can agree on morals.
"Children want to act like
adults, and adults want to act
more like children," Mis Landers
said.
She said a fourth of her mail
~Continued on page 8)

Sacretary Needed
Applications are available
for Associated Students secretary. The applications may be
picked up in the Activities Center of the Union and must be
returned to the student government secretary by May 6. The
position is full-time and pays
more than $200 a month.

d
h
•
ues ay is first executive appointments for the new student
government year.
Appointed to administrative
posts were Tom Miller, Executive
Administrative Assistant; Dick
Baker, Attorney General, and
Steve Bacchus, Treasure.
Dennison also made two interim appointments to fill vacant
committee positions until the end
of this academic year. He named
Ernie Romero to the Committee
on the University and Tom Griffin
to the Union Board.
Dennison announced that students may now begin applying..for
executive committee positions for
n¢xt year. Applications may· be
picked up at the student government desk in the Activities Center
of the Union or from Dennison in
his office.
Positions open are Publications
Board, 4; Radio Board, 4; Union
Board, 2; Cultural Events Committee, 7; Rally Committee, 4;
Committee on the University, 1
(chairman); Student Committee,
4; National Student Association,
2; and National and International
Committee, 2.
T
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A complaint has been filed in
Student Court contending that
"balloting in the election was not
a secret Australian ballot," Chief
Justice William Vicary reported
last night.
Court Will hear discussion on
the complaint tonight. Vicary
said that the deadline for filing
election complaints is 1 p.m. Friday. "Anything submitted after
Friday will have no standing," he
said .
Vicary said Chuck Worley,
candidate for Senate in last Friday's election, is seeking a recount. Worley missed election by
a narrow margin. "He (Worley)
indicated his intention to go first
to the Elections Committee i.n
asking for a recount."
'"
Chuck Worley said last night
that he has asked for a recount.
"I've lost by one vote.'' Worley
said he had asked Ward Goeberle,
Chairman of the Elections Committee for a recount. Worley
added he would take the case to
Student Court if the committee
refused to recount.

Universities Act to Curb Suicides

UNM Safety Office
Will Be Established

,.,

Jl!!l..t

Ann Landers Criticises Dennison Nomes

Kiva Club to Hold

Shirts and Sl
or
FORTREL'J and cotton

~····~"

~L.

ence" as they begin to form the new ~~vernment under the constitution. c;-n the left is vice-president Jim McAdams. (LOBO
_n_•_s_o_n_t_o_I_d_t_h_e_.:S_e_n~a--to--r:::s_·~th:.::a:.::t::._::th::e::::y:.__w::..e:.::r:.:e::._::be~g.::in::n::i::n:!:g~a-'__:'n:::e:w:._:e~x~p~e~r~i-:___~P~h~ot~o~-b~y~n~1~n~d~le~y~.!_)_ __:__ __
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STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT-ELECT, Dan Dennison is shown
a~ he welcomed the first session of ~he new Student Senate. Den-

•Students Select
New Government
• '.f

•

'

Student Senate held it's first
meeting last night under the ~
constitution and with the newly
elec!;ed senators; · The session
hear~ add1·esses by Student Body
P1•estdent-elect Dan ·Dennison
and Vice-President elect Jim Me~
Adams.
Dennison told the senators that
they were embarking on an exciting experience. He told them
that he wanted them to work together to make the new form of
government work.
' ~ ~ounces Appointments
t~f{!Iso announced the following; a\Jpointments which were ap. proved by the body; Dtck Baker
·as 'Attm·ney General, Steve Baclcus as Treasurer, and Tom Millei· as administrative assistant.
Dennison stated that he would
not attend the Senate meetin~
because he felt that he would be
violating the separation of power between the Senate and the
president. He also warned the
Senators that. "they are a legislative body and were not to function like the old student council. .
Jim McAdams stepped firmly
into his role of president of senate and he announced to the senators that he expected them to
work and that he would not hesitate . to ·criticize and punish them
(Continued on Page 4)

.'

inductees undergoing physical examinations.''
Didinger was 22. He was a
hardworking man with varied· interests. H1l was in the Merchant
Marine; he built boats; he was a
garage mechanic, And for two
years he worked in the rare books
section of the University of Pennsylvania library.
had been a student at Pennsylvania State University but he
had stayed there only a year. ltis
father, a Philadelphia architect
who himself was graduated from
Penn State, explained why: "The
place is too big now, much bigger
than in my days, and I think my
son asked his professors too many
questions. He was fascinated by
logic and when he was in high
school he used to take special
evening classes in the subject. He
was always searching :lor truth.
He asked a lot of questions.''
·

He

It is no longer a secret that ·but remorseful homosexual. Alcolleges have problems with though the well known Yale Clinic
drugs, sex,. and thievery. The was established in 1925, only 11
word is now also getting out that of the 25 were undergoing any
students, many students, have kind of professional treatment.
Cornell Made Study
t.''serious emotional problems, and
that some of them end in l'!Uieide. . A more recent study, "Suicide
•Tendencies Among College StuSuicide Second in Death Rate
Suicide is the second greatest dents," was was conducted at
cau!le of death among American Cornell University by Drs. Leif
male college students. A survey J. Braaten and C. Douglas Darof 209 deaths occurring at Yale ling. The two men studied 134
University between 1920 and 1955 students from the general student
showed that 92 students died in patient population at Cornell.
They fomid that 81 of these 124
accidents and 24 had committed
students
had at least occasional
suicide.
thoughts
of suicide; 23 of these
The belief that only introverts
had
frequent
thoughts and an·
are suicide prone wal'l dispelled at
other
16
actually
attempted ,suiYale-10 of the 25 held student
cide.
Other
findings
of the study
offices, six were athletes, and 10
were:
belonged to fraternities.
-There seemed to be a definite
At the time they died, eight
were having financial trouble, five trend toward more suicide tendenhad had their marriage proposals cies among undergraduate sturefused, and one was' a practicing
(Continued on page 7)
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''Residence l-lall Week's Festivities .Begin

W·RI-I Activities
l-lighlight t65-66'

Borbeque,~:

Dance
'Kick Off National
Dorm Week Here

LENNY MIELE, MESA Vista president, and Pat WaJiace formulate plans for a memorable week for all dorm residents.

Dance. Lectures
SWEETHEARTS WER~ PHOSEN by the men's residents halls
during the year. They are: (tpp· row) Marie Sass, Onate (1); Pam
Fink, Mesa Vista (r); and (~ttom row) Kathy Riddle, Alvarado,
(1); and Cissy King (r) of Coronado.
,,

'

Editor
Pat Wallace

.
•

JOE TRUJILLO FRED Seligson and John Rohovec (1-r), presidents of Onate, Alvarado, and Coronado
•.•' Dorms, discuss plans for next year's Intermountain Association of College and University Residence
Halls regional convention to be held here.

Delegates Visit: Convention
Nearly 200 delegates from 29 Hall represented the University
colleges, including 5 UNM dele- of New Mexico at this national
gates, attended the National As- conference, which is held annually
sociation of College and Univer- at a different member school.
"The benefits derived from this
sity "Residence Halls (NACURH)
Conference this yea!:' at Southern conference are innumerable," said
Illinois University, Carbondale, Gary Ray, ''both in the relation
to the ideas exchanged with other
Illinois.
Scotty Bennett and M. J. David· delegates, and to the many new
son of the Women's "Residence friends we made during the short
Halls, Tom Toppino of Mesa Vista three days."
After arriving in Carbondale,
Hall, Bill McMath of Alvarado
Hall, and Gary Ray of Coronado the delegates went through regis-

.· !

.
'·

,;

SENATOR CARL SPARICS (I) and Governor Steve Black of
Mesa Vista position trppbies inside one of the·dorm'e new tropliy
eases.

tration and were assigned rooms
in the 17-story women's residence
hall which had recently been completed. Since the SIU stude)'lts
were out for their third quarter
break, the whole campus was left
for the delegates' use.
"To help avoid the problem of
delegations remaining with themselves and not getting to meet
other people," said Scotty Bennett, "each delegate was assigned
a room with a person from
another school. Before long, we
knew or at least, had met, most
of the 200 delegates present. Since
all delegates, both male and female, were assigned rooms in the
· same hall, inter-school mingling
was further encouraged.
"It must be noted," Scotty added, "that males and females occupied separate floors.''
The conference business session
began on Friday, March 25. Discussion topic pl'esentations were
conducted by member NACURH
schools. Each of UNM's delegates
attended a different . discussion
group, in order to gain the most
from each; as a result, UNM's
delegates found many feasible
ideas to use on our own campus.
General business meetings we:re
also a part of the sessions, and it
was in these meetings that new
officers were elected, the new con·
:l'erence site was selected, and
amendments to the new Constitu·
tion were made. Next year's con·
ference is to"be held on the campus of Kansi\IJ .State University.
ln summing up the conference,
Gary Ray said, "I think that the
main value which the UNM dele·
gation derived .from it was the
exchange . of ideas with other
schools. We learned how other
schools operate with regard to
worrmn'$ .hours, types (and qual·
it;v) of food service, forms of
Hall governments, disciplinary
boards, and so forth, Generally,
it was a very enlightening con•
ference.''

Onate Promotes
Numerous Events
Onate dol'mitory has enjoyed
one of its most successful years
since being erected tbree years
ago. Onate has sponsored auch
events as a bridge and chess tour·
nament, a beer bust, a Christmas
party, golf and football tourna·
ments, a Spring dance, and. varioUll lecture$.
Each individual house, in turn,
has provided its own residents
with many smaller activities as
intramurals, a newspaper, house
parties, and various contests.
These and other achievements
stem from the guidance of Onate's
President Joe Trujillo, who is
backed by an able staff consisting
of Al Paxton, Vice President, and
Lance Perlman, .Toe Schneiderman, and Dennis :aurns, Governors. Behind these men stand
Onate's Advisors Charlie Wollman, Jay Cushnie, Dennis Omara,
and Skip Ertwine, who are ready
to assist the officers and residents.

Schedule
Wednesday: 4 :45-6 :45 barbecue with band at Mesa Vista
Hall
Thursday: 2:00-4:00 bitch-in at
Coronado Hall lobby
Friday: 3:30-5:00 street dance
at Coronado; 9:00-12:00 all
Hall tennis court dance
Saturday: 7:30 movies on playing fields ("L'il Abner" and
"Psycho")
Sunday: i n d i v i d u a 1 Hall
Awards banquets

A barbeque behind Mesa Vista
Dormitory with entertainment
by a rock and roll band will begin Residence Hall Week festivities tonigth for all hall residents
from 4 :45 to 6 :45 p.m.
The week's activities will continue through Sunday with individual residence hall awards
banquets. The rest of the week·
end will be filled with a bitch-in
on Thursday, a street dance and
a tennis court dance on Friday,
and a double feature movie with
"Psycho" and "L'il Abnei'" on the
playing fields Saturday night. All
the events are free to hall resi·
dents.
The UNM residence halls are
among residence halls all over
the country celebrating National
Residence Hall Month during
April.
; The month
b~ completed
with eleciton of all new resi·
dence hall officers joj' next~y€ar,
with selectillri. Oi '"the:;. o.utstanding
residenfs for ~tliis year;" and With
awards of four· $200··scholarships
to deserving residents.
Outstanding ll'eholars in the
dormitories,. residents :who have
contributed to ball government,
and residence hall leaders will be
recognized· during the week•
All residents will be participati-ng in some of the activities, ·tirid
al· 1l:'eSident!l at'e · ittvl'ted · to "lit;..
tend all events.

'will

Gripes Will Spark
Thursday Bitch-In
Gripes about food, women's
hours, meal hours dress, housing
fines, roommates, and anything ·
else pertaining to residence hall
living will be heard at a dormitory Bitch-In Thursday, April 28,
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Coronado Hall
lobby.
Dr. Jim Sm,ith, housing direc.tor; Miss Sue Metzger, assistant
dean of women; H. E. Symmonds,
foOd director; Bob Poole, coordinator.. at Coronado. Hall; and all
. ball president$ will b!l at the
..Biwh~In to. he~r ct;mtpl~jnts, ,

STAN QUINTANA. GIVES Dick'Nt!ss a quick baireut during
preparatipns for a big night of eollstruc.tive activity in Mossman
House, .Mesa Vista ~rm.

MIKE "VOID" BURKS strikes
out again fpr Coronado Dorm
during intramural bowlillg.

W oml.ln's Residence Halls with
fall semester of the 1965-66 school
year. Freshman orientation, first
on the agenda, was directed by
Diana Moellet·, chairman of the
event,
This committee welcomed all
new student~, acquainted them·
with the University, dorm facilities and rules. The committee
tried to instill a 10ense of familiarity in strnag-e surroundings, pat•ticulal·ly for those girls away from
home for the first time, The house
meetings, in conjunction with the
rest of orhmtation, helped the
girls to meet someone othm· than
their next·door neighbors and established more of a home atmosphere.
The next two events served to
make dorm life less insular and
to extend the range of the girls'
acquaintances. On October 17, an
exchange dinner was held with
Mesa Vista Hall in whkh 50
Hokona diners were traded fol' the
san1e number from Mesa Vista.
Also during October, WRM sent
two delegates, Connie Voss and
Linda Hudson, to the Intel'mountain Association of College and
University Residence Halls Con-

Mesa Vist:a Provides
Culture and Society
This year, under the direction Pringle and Jay Gober) enterof dorm president Lenny Miele, tained and gave out presents to
Mesa Vista Hall excelled in cul- the youngsters.
tural, social, and charitable
Finally, Mesa Vista's Arnie
events. The dorm officers assist- Moore won the Campus Chest
ing Lenny in putting through Ugly Man Contest, making this
Mesa Vista's extensive program the third consecutive year for
of activities included vice-pres- Mesa Vista to win this charitable
ident Rich Miller, governors Steve drive.
Black, Carl Sparks, Tom TopMesa Vista had as its goals to
pino, Skip Smith, and Joe Right- provide ib reaidentB with more
meyer, governors' adVisor George social and cultural activities than
Lewis, and, of courl!e, the many in previous year11 and .to be more
dorm residents who participated active in campus activities proin all the activities.
vided by the dorm as a whole plus
Be.ginning this yeal"s major ae· the many activities put on by the
tivities, 'Mesa Vista. joined spirit· individual houses resulted in realedly with the rest of the campus ization of these goals,
in celebrating homecoming.
Designed by Jeff Wilkes, MVD's
animated homecoming display was
entitled "Mutiny on the Bounty."
At various limes during the
year the board of governot·s sponBOI'ed speakers who lectured on
topics which the governors
thought would be of interest to
dorm residents. The turnout at
Alvarado Hall is the newest
every lecture was well over a and most progressive residence
hundred persons. The various
speakers included: Dr. Frank · hall on campus. Its programs are
Reeves lecturing on student draft administered by President Fred
status; Dr. Joel Barkolf lecturing · Seligson, Vice President Bill
on venereal disease and its dan- Hately, and Governors Bill Megers to American youth (infot·~
mative slides were included with . Math, Felix Rodriquez, and Jim
this lecture); ana race driver Beall•.
Bobby Unser speaking on profes- · Alvarado bas excelled in the
sional auto racing and race cars. activities it has undertaken, Hall
Mesa Vista sponsored a hall ice members constructed a Homeconi·
skating party financed· with dorm
funds and a smal1 noblinal · fee ing display design~d by Frank
fpr participation. A Sunday night N1.mma11, "From New Mexico
barbecue social with Sant"- Annl.l with Love,'' whic hranks with
and Santa Clara dot·ms was also the best ever built by a residence
successful. . .
. h•il.
lntramurals, as in the! past,
A full house was present at
were an integral part of dol"YY Alvarado's Christmas party. at
activities. Competition among the the Cedars, planned by Bill
various houscs-Mossmtm, Escal- . Portet·. Kathy Riddle was elected
ante, Aztec, Yaqui, and Mendosa Sweetheart at this ufnction.
-was strong and provided much
Alvarado won second place in
of .the dorm spirit.
sph•it trophy competition out of
Mesa Vista's interest in pro- all campus organizations. The
moting and supporting student credit goes to the publicity Chairgovernment was demonstrated by man Ward Stenke, and to Jim
the fa:,•t that Mesa Vista's sena- Lee, who set up the card section
tors had among the best records used at varsity football games,
for attendance- at this year's senThe cultural committee, headed
ate meetings. MVD's senators and by Bob Schulte, has sponsored
board of govet·nors also hosted all (JrogrlthlS including: a speaker on
hall senators and irttct·ested per- Commllnism and a corning speak•
sons to a discussion and debate er on Viet Nam. Cultural events
on the new constitution which was ar ealways well attended.
recently approved and put into
Alvarado was th eonly hall to
elfect. Student Court justices invite candidates for student govW<ll'c invited to. sit in as a panel erntnent positions to speak dm•for answering pm•tinont ques· ing election week. Eleven canditiona about the constitution.
dates spoke.
This yeal' Mesa Vista was esEight open houses, three din·
llecially proud of the Hall Christ- ners; and five parties were among
mas pat•ty given for 70 children the many activities held this yeat'.
frorn the John Mat•shall Elemen- A stt•cet dance, college bowl team,
tary School. Santa Claus (Wayne and a h:tyride with Santa Ana
Tvt•dik) t~nd Louie the ~obo (Bill Hall ure coming events.

Alvorodo Hall Has
Useful Programs

vention, The convention was held
at Brigha·m Young University;
next fall, 1966, the regional convention will be hosted by UNM.
0Ul' delegates brought back information very helpful for holding our own convention.
'l'he Leadership Training Conference, held on November 13 in
the Hokona Recreation Room
from was attended by members
of the staff, the executive board,
standards and referrals boards,
and house presidents. The topic,
"Leadership Within the Residence
Halls and on Campus," was discussed by Miss Ctacy, personnel
coordinator; Miss Sue Metzger
assistant dean of w1noen; dean of
men, Howard Mathany; Diana
Moeller, chairman of standards
board; and Sharon Brandenburg
president fo WRH. WRH intend;
to continue the conference annually.
W~H s () o n s o r e d ~:aroling
(JartJes, house parties and Pixie
Pals, and a door decorations contest during the Christmas 11eason.
The Pixie\ Pal system is a lo11g
observed dorm tradition. Each
giJ."l received the name of 11 girl
in her hall, and during one week
the Pixie Pal dropped small gift~
and limel'icks outside her charge's
door; at the end of the week dul'ing the horse party, the Pixie Pal
gave her one last, slightly nicer
gift, and revt!aled bel' identity.
Evel'yone participated in the door
decorations contest; Buena Vida
House o nthe Zuni side wo11 the
sweepstakes prize.
On March 20, Social-Cultural
and Scholarship Committees held
the annual Student Faculty Tea.
This was an attempt by WRH to
form closer contacts between students, faculty and administration.
Dean Lavender, Dean Whiteside,
Dean Glaser, Dean Metzger, and
Miss Stacy, as well as many other
administrators and faculty member were i nattendance, in addi·
tion to many dorm residents.

This May 1, WRH will bold a
Scholarship and Awards Dessert
in the Faculty Lounge. The three
categories of awards to be presented include: scholarship; outstanding service; honorary male
residents of WRH; and wn.H's
resident of the year, who will be
announced Sunday.
Other events scehduled for the
very near future are our elections
for WRH officers, wing presidents, and Fiesta Queen candidates. The nominations convention is scheduled for 10:30 Wednesday night, April 27, in Hokona
dining hall. Elections wiii be on
the following Thursday, May 5.

'Grubbies• Dance
Tonight's Wednesday Night
Dance, sponsored by the dance
committee, will be a "Grubbies"
dance. All students are requested
to dress their worst and attend
the dance at 7 p.m. in the Union
lJallroom.

ALVARADO'S CARD SECTION display at this year's Homecom•
ing game with Iowa State paid tribute to Redd Torres, thi!il
year's queen.

Have Sponsored Dances

Coronado Dorm Active on Campus;
Won Two Intramural Championships

Coronado Hall has been quite residents.
·
active during 1965-66, both in
It bas been the desire and goal
campus-wide activities such as of the advisors, governors, and
student goverhment and int'ra- other Hall officers of Coronado
murals, and in Residence Hall· Ilall to create a natmospbere for
.orientt~d project!f.
eacll resident which would not
In the recent ASUNM elec- only encourage scholastic profitions, the President and Vice· "Ciency, but would also make him,
President elect were both from fee lthat this is his home.
Coronado, as well as many of the
'Coronado leaders .said, "We
newly-elected Senators.
know that our residents live in
In intraumurals, Coronado can this hall for nine out of twelve
boast of winning two major all months and, therefore, their cpluniversity championships, while lege lives should revolve around
placing teams in the top four in the activities, acquaintances, and
football, basketball, and gymnas- general residnece ball lif ewith
tics. In addition, individual mem· which they are brought in conhers of Coronado have placed tact."
high in most of the individual
Coronado leaders are attemptsports contested.
ing to make Coronado Hall a
. In specific Residence Hall pro- men's residence hall rather tban
grams, Coronado Hall as a. unit a men's dormitory. To do this,
has sponsored a dance in its park. they encourage inter-house coming lot for school opening, held petitino in four areas especially
its annual Playboy party at Dia- important to our residents. The
mond Jim's, built a Homecoming House of the Year award is given
display representing the ''Bl'idge to the bouse exhibiti ngthe best
over the River 'Kwai," held a all-around participation in scholStomp dance at Sage City, and astics, outstanding l'esidents, in·
sponsored a skating party at Ice• traumurals, and socials. By fol.~'
land •
tering this intel'-house eompetiThe individual houses within tion, Coronado, as well as the
Coronado have held 21 parties University as a whole, is ooneor other social functions for their fited.
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'l'HE NA'l'IONAL ASSOCIA'l'lON of Coll«!ges and University Residence Halls at Southern lllinois
University was atteuded by 5 dorm delegates. '!'hey are O•r): Tom 'l'oppino, Bill McMath, J. M. David·
son, Gary Rny, and Scotty Bennett.
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LET'S SHAPE UP
THE WORLD got its first taste of the new student government at UNM last night and all this newspaper has to
say about it is . . . ugh!

I

It's' possible that everything which happened last night,
especially in Student Senate, ·happened because everything
was so new that nobody really unde~stood what was going
on.

f
f

World Court Suit
By TIM HUNTER
One of the l!!gacies of Imperial
Germany is attracting news these
days in the world ·press. The terl'itory of Southwest Africa was
until 1915, a colony of Germany
and had . a large population of
German !)olonists. It was the one
German colony heavily settled by
Europeans.
The territory of South West
Africa is the subject of a suit in
the World Court filed by Liberia
and Ethiopia against the republice of South Africa, the territorys' administrator. The applicants, Liberia and Ethiopia, claim
that South Africa is administering the territory Ulegally and
in violation of international law.
They claim that South Africa's
administration, based on the
League of Nations Covenant, is
outdated and has been superceded by the United Nations with its
Trusteeship Council.
The counter claim of South
Africa is a long and involved
legal article and runs to hund-

red:,; of pages. South Africa claims
that its dghts in South Wast Africa al·e still in effect, as specified by tho Treaty of Versailles
and Article 22 of the League
Covenant.
South Africa contends that the
new defunct league of Nations
and the United Nations were always. separate and that agreements made under the old organization do not necessarily carry
over to the present United Nations.
Final decision on the case by
the World Court, which goes back
to 1960, will be made this fall.
Regardless of the outcome of the
case its importance on the · development of International law ·is
vital,
South West Africa has been the
subject of international disputes
since the 1880's when German
merchants sought protection by
first the British, and then the
German governments.
British claims on the coastal
regions were ultimately reduced
Letten

Letters

are- weleome,

and

ohonld he no lonnr than 250
wordo, t]rpewritten, double
•Paced.
Name,
telephone
number and addr- mWit be
included, althDQb name. wiD
he withheld upon requat.

Supposedly UNM's stude!J.t government now apes the Federal government to a certain. .extent in that it is divided
.
b
1
mto t ree separate functioning and autonomous branches.
sity of New Mexico Angel Flight,
FALTERING MIRAGE
The judicial branch has demons.trated over the last several Dear J!:ditor,
which is an honorary organization for coeds who work with and
weeks that it has come of age and that we don't have to
We of the MIRAGE staff won- support·
Arnold Air Society and
:worry about it, but the other two look as if they'd bear der if the Publications Board the Air Force ROTC. We serve as
knows the exact reasons why the
watching.
·
·
1966' MIRAGE has not been com- hostesses for Air Force functions,
IF THE EXECUTIVE branch can be pictured as the
neighborhood bully then the legislative branch, i.e., Student Senate, is the neighborhood's professional bully victim.
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Studer;t Body President Dan Dennison made three cabinet appointments last night that were pushed through Senate so fast that if the appointees weren't so well known
nobody there would have been able to recall who they approved after the meeting.
·
Certainly all three _appointees were qualified for the posiijons, but Student Senate never bothered to ask. The whole
affair was made to look like three appoinments were merely
political payoffs.
In the three years we have known Dan Dennison, we
are assured of his outstanding character and are positive
that he would make no appointments strictly on a political
basis. But yet both Dennison and his Vice-President, Jim
, McAdams, should have taken care to avoid the appointments appearing as such.
When one Senator, at the Senate meeting last night, feebly
protested at what appeared to be a snow job about the aPpointments and asked whether anyone else had applied,
only ....the most
McAdams replied no and said that"he thought
.
qualified students would have been the ones interested
trm>ugh to apply for it. But thi!'j paper can't remember anyone mentioning applicants were being considered.

BOm EXECUTIVES also told the Senators to make ap-

.

.•.

pointm~nts with them for the next week and to be prepared
to discuss possible executive committee appointments ' with
them. Note they didn't ask the Senators, they told them.

McAdams also dropped a bombshell by telling Senate that
the Senators in the near future may be paid-a move the
wisdom of which we question. But what really stuck out
was that McAdams implied that the salary would be directly controlled by the President and Vice-President jointly, a power which qoesn't seem to promote .a strong and independent legislative branch.

.·

,.:.Both Dennison and McAdams have ~eat potential for
the offices they occupy, and we are sure last nights developments can simply be chalked up to an overzealousness on
their l',art. We are also sure they are open to constructive
criticism and we offer this just as that.

pleted and will probably not be
out in time for distribution to the
student body.
The editor has blamed one of
the staff photographers and also
the printing plant for the delay.
This is only a small part of the
actliaT reasons.
The real reason is the failure
of the editor to do enough work
and to cooperate with the printing plant with problems that have
arisen.
People come daily to the office
to make inquiries which only the
editor can answer, and these people never find him in his office.
The editor's reply to this charge
is that he is in each day. True,
but three minutes a day is not
sufficient to handle the necessary
administrative affairs of the book.
The editor's treatment of the
printers has been unfair. They
have not had enough to work with.
Of the remaining 100 pages, the
editor has turned in 33 pages of
the 60 that he is responsible for.
Also, the editor has left many
pages out of the sections which he
has turned in and he procrasti·
nates turning them in.
We of the staff do not feel that
sixteen hours of work in the last
eight weeks is "sufficient" to warrant $100 a month salary which
the editor draws. After the editor
finished the school-life sections
we feel that he has not done
enough work nor has he made himself available to work with the
other staff members on the book.
The editor, we feel, has stretched the facts in his reports to the
Board. He reported at the last
Board meeting to have only 100
pages unfinished when in fact
there were approximately 150
pages not finished.
It is our opinion that if the book
is
· to get -out in time, action should
be taken by the Board to either
remove the editor and appoint
someone to complete the job . or
see that the present editor fulfills
his obligation.
Chuck Lanier
~ete Kendall
A LETTER IN SUPPORT
Air Force ROTC Unit
(Thig letter, written and
sponsored by the UNM Angel
Flight, is being mail.ed to ·the
men of a gquadron stationed in
VietNam.)

' ,,
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University of New Mexico
WE WOULD like to point out to them that there is a
Albuquerque, New Mexico .
definite difference between leading a body and dictating to
April19, 1966
it. Nobody can deny tiley have ~ responsibility to prod Stu- Dear . Men of the Squadron:
It is hard, to write a letter to
dent Senate into action, but there is also a difference beyou, realizing that you don't know
tween prodding it and grabbing' it by the nose. For the suc- us and we don't really know youcess of student government, a strong independent Student but this difficulty seems trivial
compared to the compelling im•
Senate isn't just desirable,· it's a neeessity.
portance of what we want to say.
--Jim Jansson
We are, members of the Univer-

maintain an excellent competitive
drill team, and participate in various non-military activities on
campus. But right now we don't
want to be so concerned . about
ourselves; we are more interested
in you.
Surrounded as we are with the
plush, taken-for-granted luxury
of American living, we can only
imagine the situation in which
you find yourselves. Angel Flight
feels closer to the military than
most groups, and we want to let
you know that you are continually in our thoughts. Probably
you hear a good deal about the
peace demonstrations and other
anti-Viet Nam movements ,espepecially on university campuses.
These do happen-they happen
here at UNM-but they are supported by only a tiny minority of
the student body. It is so unfair
that these few radicals get all of
the publicity, when vast numbers
of us gratefully recognize the tremendous significance of the job
, that you are doin~. Our thanks
seems like so little, in comparison
with all that you are doing. We
DO thank you though-it's all
that we can do, and we are so
proud of you. We wish that somehow you could feel the enthusiastic support that is' so dominant
here.
·
Your welfare and safety are
. vital to aU of us, and we are
hoping and praying for that inevitable day when you can come
·
home victoriously.
Most sincerely,
The UNM Angels
A THANK YOU
Dear Editor:
1 would like to use this medium
to .thank those UNM students who
helped me in my unsuccessful bid
for a senate seat.
I would like, first of all, to
thank Jim Branch and Tom Isgar
for their much appreciated en-·
dorsements in the LOBO. Second,
I would like to thank Mike Goodart and Randy. Kiker for their
efforts in my behalf in the men's
dorms.
·
Sincerely,
Nooley Reinheardt
THANKS FOR HELP
Dear Editor:
l would like to take this opportunity to thank all those peo•
ple who contributed so very much
to my successful bid for a Student
Senate seat, To those who· campaigned for me, endorsed me,
voted for me, or helped me in
any other Way, I would 1ike to
express my deep gratitude, I. will
do my best to be a Senator worthy
of such support.
Sincerely,
Tom Toppino

•
IS

·Filed

to the small area around Walvis
Bay. The terl'itory became a
German colony and .was conquered during World War I by
the South Africans.
South Africa has administered ,
the territory since 1915, first as
a colony and then as a mandate
of the League of Nations.

Primary Meeting
Ruled by Senote.:
(Continued from Page 1) _
for laxity. He outlined the roles
and duties of the new sen'atois
and gave them an indication of
the job which they must perform.
"You were- elected as leaders
of this school, you shall be expected to investigate and draft· ·
legislation and to follow up all
work done by Senate commit- ·
tees." McAdams said.
. .
Senators Have Hours
McAdams advised each senator
that he must apply for three committee positions on either of the
working committees or the constitutional committees. Each senator is required to }!ave office hours
• at least an hour a day five days
a week.
McAdams announced plans to
remodel the activities center to
provide office space for the new
executives and desks for the new
senators. "Some of the desks may
be taken away from some of the
not-to-active clubs, this means
that you as senators must make
maximum use of the space," he
told them.
May Pay Senators
There is also a possibility of
senators getting paid under a
new program from student aids.
Under the old system the ·president, vice-president, and the
treasurer were paid by a workstudy program. The new system
would pay the senators and the
-executives at a lower cost than
the previous system, McAdams
told the group.
Senators Appointed
All of the senators were appointed to special committees
which must form the procedures
and rules for the new government. The law book review committee will recodify senate laws
and review and draft new rules
to be put in to a ni)W law book,-~
Senator John Thorson was appointed to head the committee.
The Student Council minutes
committee under the chairmanship of Tom Horn, will review all
of the student council minutes
for the last four years in an ef- ·
fort to find new or workable
programs which might be drafted
as legislation for the senate.
The Student Senate minutes
committee under the chairmanship
of Tom Toppino, will review the
minutes of Student Senate · for
the last four years to find legislation for the new senate.
The Standing Rules and By.
Laws committee will examine the
rules and procedures of the last.
four years and draft a form for
the new government. The· commit.J;ee will. also draft a policy for
the charter1ng of student organizations. This committee is under.
the chairmanship of .Bill Carr.
"1 have tried to assign ·you
senatol's to committees . wh(lre
there are no senators who have
worked together' before. I ho,lle
that we· will be able to work to:
~ether and learn to work together
instead of ,for personal interests,'~
McAdams said.
•
The senators were also instructed to examine the. possibility ci:l' . ·
for.!'ling a Budgl\t1 . Committee;
wh1ch 'Yould be be.aded. by th~: ,
treasurer. This committee would
advise the government on budget
allocations and would examine in ·
depth new changes pro)Josed in
the budget.
A . Constitutional Revisionai
committee may also be formed."
This committee under. the ·Attor•" ·
ney General would review all ··
questio11s and changes in the con·
stitution.
ln final action nm· Carr' wail'"
unanimously elected as presid~'Ot· ··
pro-tempor'll of the lleJiate· and·
TuesdAy night's at 7:00 p;m. was .•
chosen a!l 'a regular meeting ti'riie '
for the rcimiinder of' the' seiiles~· .
ter~··

WednesdaY, April 27, 1966
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Uncle ~oms
(ja!J!JinJ
By THOMAS ORMSBY
I read, with little interest, in a
recent issue of the LOBO, that
SDS is planning new demonstrations against the Viet Nam war.
ln the past, we have seen that organization conduct anti-war protests, anti-draft demonstrations
and anti-foreign policy picketing.
We have learned that the new
vigil they will hold is in protest
of the needless killing of the Viet
Cong by allied forces. The protest is ..
known as anti-maim.

was World War I and the S1lbsequent book, "All Quiet on the
Westinghouse"; World War 11"The Rise and Fall of the Burned
Rice."
All of these epic battles will be
discussed at length as !lOOn as I
find out if I'm going to be sued
for this column, TTFN.

* * *

You may remember the name
of the present Snack Bar Director, Ruth Less. Well, I've learned
that the cooks affectionately call
her the Wicked Witch of the
Yeast.

Survey of Summer Project Workius

Our congratulations to . the
newly elected members of UNM.
government. We can all be very
proud of the officers which were
selected to represent us in next
year's. inter-government bickering·.
The newly ratified constitution
Latest developments on the war
of the Associated Students has
made it possible .for LOBO read- in Viet Nam will be discussed
. ers to get a break. If you'll re- April 29, at 8 p.m. at UNM by an
member, most of the issues this . official of that country.
Raffle Winners
Tran Van Dinh, under sponsoryear were blanketed with covership
of
the
student
lecture
series,
Winners
have been announced
age of the boring Student Council
in
in
the
Student
Union
the
Alpha
Chi's Campus Chest
will
be
heard
meetings. Now that the new legisBallroom.
There
will
be
no
admisraffle.
Eight
cartons
of cigarettes
lation has done away with Counsion
charge.
were
raffled
at
ten
cents per
cil, we readers can look forward
Presently
chief
correspondent
chance.
Winners
are:
Linda
Ayres,
to extensive coverage of the borTom
Joule,
Lanny
Carter,
Bob
·
in
Washington,
D.C.,
for
the
ing Senate meetings.
· Saigon. Post, Van Dinh is former Philipson, Marci Bowman, Deni
* * *
acting ambassador of Viet Nam Sheppard, Larry Beall and Mrs.
UNCJ.,E TOM'S HISTORY
Fern Griffith.
Way back in 1865, there was to this country.
an historic event of which few
people are aware-the little publicized UNM Civil War. Yes, it's
true, it all happened when the
campus was nothing more than a
few shoddy adobe buildings, in
contrast to today when there
are lots of shoddy, adobe buildings.
Well, as tlie story goes, the
Snack Bar decided to secede from
the Union. The grounds for the
secession were that the Snack
Bar felt that the wages being
Mrs. Pat Murphree is co-manager of The
paid to the cooks and busboys
College Inn. She takes a real interest in things
.. constituted slavery. So the men
like chowder, cobwebs, fingerprints, ashes,
~ tlhc Snack Bar mustered their
flotsam
and jetsam.
forces, severed from the Union
and formed the Nonfedacy.
Of course, as in any tragic conThat's her job, I guess. But, really, it's more
flict, there existed a vast body of
than that. She's gone on the subject, if
neutrals who wanted nothing to
you know what I mean.
do with the dispute. This group
called themselves the Students,
Like the day we had this chowder for lunch. "lt
but as fate would have it, this
needs
something," Mrs. Murphree said. "Maybe
poor unfortunate group would
a pinch of puree mongole, or a touch of strawsuffer most from the devastating
berry schaum torte. Or perhaps som~ pfefferWar Between the Plates.
To lead the great battles, the
nuesse, or a teensy-weensy bit of petits fours."
Union chose Ulseeus Grunt as
their military advisor and genShe knows what all those things are, too.
eral, along with their ·trusted
Believe me.
menu planner Stoned Jackson.
The Nonfedacy picked Gen.
She and Mr. Murphree run a real cool place.
Robber Elite, -one time price-fixer
for the Union Cashier, to lead
them in their quest .for higher
wages, better conditions.
Well, with that out of the way,
the two opposing armies mustered
their combatants for the major
ba'ltles of the conflict - Gettysburget, - Sicksburg, Bull Meat,
Shiloaf, and Chickamagwa a la
king.
No great decision arose from
. those obseure battles except the
· arrangements made during the
peace and surrender ceremonies
conducted at Sal Hepattamatox
Courthouse. It was here that the
No11fedacy gave itself up to Gen.
Grunt and returned once again
to the shameful .employ of the
Union. Only this time, working .
conditions ·were· worse than ever.
Salaries were lowered, hours were
longer and the work harder.
The war over, the terms set
down, the Snack Bar Nonfedacy
· dissolved, a battered Union returned til · ,nornialcy. Soon after
the neutraJ . Students emerged
from the ruins to patroni:l:e the
new alliAnce.
But the War .bad brought
shortages-no beef, mouldy bread,
rotten coffee and evertmely high
·prices-a condition that exists to
this day. Oh. the needlessness of
war. '
·

VietNam Official
Speaks on Crisis

Kappa Dames

Fromm, Lewis Influence
Today' s Active Student
A survey of the recent reading
of a go:rup of action-oriented students has ·Produced some 600 titles ranging from the Bible to
."Zorba the Greek.''
The survey asked 820 students
applying for summer project
work in Central America with
the Conference on Inter-American
Students, "What books have most
influenced your thinking lately?"
Fromm Was Popular
The book receiving the highest
number of mentions was Eric
Fromm's "The Art of Loving"
with 51.
The next six choices were "The
Secular City'' by Harvey Cox
with 34 mentions; "The Prophet"
. by Kahill Gibran, 28; "Five Fam•
ilies" by Oscar Lewis, 28; the
Bible, 26; "Black Like Me'' by
John Griffin, 23; and "Children
of Sanchez" by Oscar Lewis, 23.
Will Visit. Mexico
The fact that all of the students, who represent over 80 U,.S.

'l
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colleges and i!9 in Canada, will
be working in Mexico explained
the popularity of Oscar Lewis'
books.
This also .helps ex·plain the
popularity of books by or about
the late Dr. Tom Dooley, who
operated a medical mission in
the jungles of Laos.
Exhibition by

The Kappa Chapter of UNM
Dames Club will meet Thursday,
April i!8·, at 7:45 p.m. The meeting will be held in the Mesa
Lounge at the University Student
Union Building.· All wives Qf students or married women attending UNM are invited to attend.

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC: SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-8219

ALEXANDER WILSON

-First artist of the U.S. Winged Wild.

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N. E.

Open 9·9 Mon.- Sat, -.~11 Day Sun.

Ph. 247·4402 •

MOTHER'S DAY

MAY

Who threw the artichokes
in Mrs. Murphree's chowder?

• * •

You know, there were actually
many engagements upon the field
of battle that the Snack Bar was
once involved in. We can go waY
bac:lt in history to the War of the
Rolls, ete~, but perhaps the mo11t
famous of these were made into
great novels. :For 'tnstanee, there ·

,,

l mean, they don't bug you about little thingslike paying the rent, throwing furniture in the
swimming pool, passing freshman English, or
-wearing a green tie with a blue suit.
I guess The College Inn is the greatest
place to stay in Albuquerque. It's
got nice rooms, private and semiprivate
baths, carpets, air-conditioning.
Swimming pool and game rooms. TV and
study lounges. Maid service. Private
underground parking. And plenty of good food.
Which brings us back to the first
question: Who threw the artichokes in
Mrs. Murphree's c)lowder?

•

She did. Boy, it sure· was differenttasting chowder.

··~-

"

Inn

303 ASH S'I'RilET, Nil• PHONE:24H881 .

Make reservations now for summer and fall

•

•
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~he puzzle by ffllinc in til
Skip
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clues, 'l-16 down. Numbers after each clue Indicate

e e ers per word,
a space between words Letters spotted th
::::z'
•
are. t here to l)elp you determine where to Position your answe:"~eoup~ul.e
wers wo appe., on the bordered horfz!'ntal lines.
•
h

STILLWATER, Okla. (CPS)The Men's Residence Halls Association at the Oklahoma State
University offered $50 to any
floor in the men's residence halls
which voted 100 per cent in the
last student election.
The MHRA president said the
offer was made in an effort to
stimulate freshmen, in particular, to vote.

Educators
endorse

it.

the

11

The Puzzle
You're looking for an action serial
from the early 1940's as well as the
actor who played the lead. To help
you out, we've stuck in two of his
television series.
The Clues
1. Loser in this country's first recorded Jove triangle (5, 8)
2. Peter Gunn's Mother (4, 7)
3. John Payne defended him in court
.

4. ABC's on-again, off-again bad boy

.

(3, S)

:\

5. The last time I saw Robert

Mitchum (6)

. ·i
.,

Ingrid (4, 7)
7. Elvis Presley role in King Creole
(5, 6)
8. The Old Man ... (5)
9. On radio, John Brown undertook
this role (6, 5)
10. William Tabbert role on Broad·
way (2, 3, S)
1!.James Dean's mother in Rebel
Without A Cause (3, 5)
12. Widow in Keeper of tire Flame
(9)
13. George Kittredge in Higlr Society
(4, 4)

14. Betty Hutton starred in her movie
biography (S, 6)
15. Robert Donat's number was
almost up in this chiller. (2, 5)
16. Hospital orderly in Harvey (S)

,~,,

..

~.'~ i.
.f·~
1. ·.i;

NEWS ROUNDUP

.•.

Professor Jacques Barzun
Columbia University: "In:

6. Chinese war lord who loved

By United Press International' • shot down the Mig-21 yesterday
as generally superior to the RusMcNamara Disputes Bombers
sian-made fighter. Each can fly
CAPITOL HILL Defense about twice the speed of soundSecretary McNamara prefers to 1,400 miles an hour-wjth the
-o-base America's defenses on ballistic missiles and is having a
Britain Backs U.S. Viet Policy
verbal go-round with a House
LONDON Britain's new
• Armed Services subcommittee as Labor government has firmly
a result. McNamara has decided l!acked U.S, policies in Viet Na.m.
to phase out manned bombers.
Foreign Secretary Michael
Sunday, the subcommittee, Stewart told Parliament that an
headed by Congressman Edward American withdrawal could be a
Hebert of Louisiana, said that disaster for free nations in SouthMeNamara did not have full back- east Asia.
ing from the Pentagon for the
In reply to Labbrites who want
move. Then Monday, McNamara Britain to stop its endorsement
retorted that the committee had • of. American policies, Stewart
distorted the facts concerning the sa1d ~ha.t U.S. bombing operations
decision.
are hm1ted.
And yesterday Herbert said in U.S. rated somewhat fastet-•
.a statement that McNamara's reConcerning the pilots of the
marks were an "insulting indict- Mig-21's,
London ·diplomatic
ment of a Congressional report.'' sources report that Russians
In reply, a Defense Depart- ~ained the North Vietnamese
ment spokesman issued a one-line !fiers who are now fighting Amerstatement: "Mr. Hebert appears l~ns. The sources say that Rusto be rewriting his report."
Sians have been sending advisors
The White House has declined to Hanoi for some time to train
to enter the dispute. Asked wheth- the Communists to use grounder the Presjdent had any feelinp to-air missiles ~nd the Mig planes.
about the matter, Deputy Press
Secretary Robert Fleming said,
Slide Show
"no, the controversy is theirs."
A .slide show and lecture will
-o-be g1Ven by Dr. Thomas 0. Neviu.s. Jets Superior to Migs
so;t, member of t~e 1960 Hilary
SAIGON - Planes, supersonic H1malayan exped1tion. The proplanes, dominate the news from gram, presented by UNM MounVietNam. In the third aerial bat- taineering Club, begins at 7:00
tle over North Viet Nam in four p.m., Wednesday, April 27 in the
d11ys, a U.S. Jet shot down a: Com- Kiva. The public is invited to
munist Mig-21 by using a side- attend and there is no charge for
winder missile. The missile firing admission.
occurred as two of the Migs tangled ~ith two Air Force jets 65
Student Accountants
miles northeast of Hanoi.
The UNM Student Accounting
It marked the first time during Association will hear S. C. Woodthe war that one of the most up- ard of Phoenix discuss opportunito-date of the Migs has been ties in industrial accounting at
brought down.
Wednesday's meeting. It will conThe Communist New China vene at 7:45 p.m. in the faculty
News Agency also claimed down- lounge of the Union where the
ings of American planes. The public is invited.
Agency said the North Vietnamese army an dair fol'ce combined
to drop two U.S. jets from the'
!!kies in Ha Bae ptovince.
Washington expel'ts have desctibed the F-4 Phantom which

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

variably illstructive,full, a11d
extremely easy to use. The
definitions are not only terse
and clear hut also elegant •••
a pleasure to read."

Professor Cleanth Brooks
Yale University: "An abl;
Professor Harry R. Warfel,

~niversity ofFiorida;"ft is

mcomparahly the best desk
dictionary now in existence."
Professor George E. Grauel

John Carroll University.'
1127 CENTRAL NE

242~_:r 255·~~-1

ta\

~THE WORLD

PUBLISHING COMPANY
Clcvdand, Ohio 44102
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The 11identity crisis" which
sends. many students scurrying to
clinics apparently was solved for
students who found a "cause.''

Patronize·
Lobo Advertisers

. i

.· Schroeder.Wilson Pharmacy

ICE
SKATING
rtCELAND.
~·---· -.-/'
· UNM STUDENT NIGHT

.
.

"lts superior quality ha;
proven a stimulus to the enlire field of American lexicogrtlphy."
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Zenith Quality Features:
• Up~ 75 hours Jistenlna with only 2 pen!~
blllter~es • Powerful Zenith Wavema1ne.- Anten1111
• Au~tiC Galin Control• Precision Vernier Tunlna
• Zenith Quality Speaker • Class B Push·Pull

Amplification •135 Milllwatts Maximum Audio Output
JIOYALes.Q

8 Transistors (4 llre "Pow11r1011lc")
plus aennanlum diode. Handsome
tetholcrua•,dwCyc:olac cabinet. Your
~
e o
lilte and Red color•
Beil'!t and White colors, Brown end
W
...!!!!i' colors, « TutQUOIH and
"'"'eC41ors.
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QUALITY BY ZENITH-your beet: radio value/

Jewel•y.
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SAN PEDRO
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and expertly edited volume."

WEDDING
GOWNS

:o-:7\ti_

was no chance to begin over; if that the more "protected" atm«:~·
you failed the first time that was sphere of a denominational school ·
it.
.
encourages less -anxiety. It prob"My dorm mother was a hor- ably also reflects the much
rible woman-sweet to your face greater and probably more satis3100 Central Ave. E. at Richmond
but stabbing you in the back all factory interpersonal relations at
the time. I had to go to a head a church college, and the personal
C. WOODROW WILSON (Owner}
shrinker some years before and comfort caused by faith in reshl;l found out about it and that ligion and religious dogma.
MENS & LADIES TOILETRIES
At the Univel·sity of Wisconwas the end. She wouldn't let me
Week days 8 a.m. to 9.p.m.
alone. I couldn't do anything; sin, one out of every 10 students
Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. & 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
right even if it ·were the way I visits the psychiatric clinic, where
Open most Holidays .
combed my hair. She almost drove about 20,000 hours of personal
me to my grave. By the time ex- counseling takes place each year.
255-5581
Free Dellverr
ams came I was a nervous wreck. There are 28 resident psychi·
I didn't even know as much as my atrists in the clinic.
name anymore.
The waiting list for the clinic is
Used Sleeping Pills
long, and it is about three weeks
, "I went home right befote ex- before most students get to see
ams for a weekend. Then it hap- a doctor, though "emergencies"
pened, the worst it had ever are handled more quickly, The
been. Then came the sleeping pills first step toward the clinic is
-75-125 aspirins and a razor usually the student counseling
blade."
center, which handles less severe
This girl seemed to possess cases ·of emotional disturbance.
most of the reasons for suicide
Dr. Milton Miller, chairman of
at
which the Cornell study said are the psychiatric division of the decommon among students:
partment of psychiatry at Wis..
1-A desire to destroy them- consin, talked about the work of
selves because they can no longer the clinic to the Daily Cardinal.
tolerate the discrepancy between He said that the goal of therapy
h9w thl;lY appe~r to themselves at the clinic is to enable the stuEvery Thursday-·1:~q
·1 0:30 p.m.::'
and how they would like to be.
dent to "clarify what he really
' . ~ l ! : ; •
2-A need to. punish others who feels-tO state and to put into un~.1r·*!
1"'
hurt them.
•
derstandable terms what's going
Regular
Admission
90c
;....
with
I.D.
Card
65c
3-An urge to repent from on."
Skate Reriiar "35c
It is the object of therapy at
some sin.
4-A cry for help--"Please res- the clinic, Miller explained, to
Dial 255-8504
* * •
cue me. Don't leave me alone."
illustrate to the patient the causes
5112 Copper SE
The problems that gang up on and bases for his fears and, if
Why suicide? "Things are
tough all over" is the traditional the s.tudent don't seem to be the possible, to help him in eliminatobservation of the cynic, so why direct. fa1.1lt of the school itself. • ing them. Sometimes the therapy
does emotion! crisis center .,on ,Dr. Marshall Peck of the Los An- does not work because it involves
geles' Suicide Prevention Center human and personal relationships
the univeraity?
Maybe it doesn't center there ",said. that "none of the problems in which the student must divulge
at all. Emotional · difficulty, and experienced in the university are his true feelings. If the student
does not have respect and trust
even suicide, is ·usually ..a pretty cte;,\ted bY the university."
personal tning; and 'accurate in- . ·Rather, he said, these problems in his doctor, the treatment may
formation ·about its prevalence are · ·the result of the student's not succeed at all.
among different social groups .early life and his relationships
Psychotherapy at Wisconsin
may .never be available. In the · during this period with parents, consists of a series of consultameantime, · a disproportionate teacl,lers, clergymen.
tions with students, almost a)3rd & Central Downtown
amount of the attentio.n ...will be · Dr. Peck did acknowledge, ways on a weekly basis. About
focused 011 the classroom fish- though, that the university is a 700 persons are receiving this
bowl ,the researcher's habitat.
"massive trigger" which acti- counseling at any one time.
These visits are a part of the
A girl at Stanford who at- vates the worry and incites the
tempted suicide was discovered to anxiety originally caused by pre- out-patient program. · They are
. NEW ANn
HAVE IT\
au.fFer under dominiltio.n from her college interpersonal situations.
cases only involving consultations
~?l:iier, who selected the girl's
Problems Face Everybody
and medication which may be preVAN HEUSEN "~:1!7" BUTTON-DOWN
friends and her school. In the
The factors which bring the scribed, usually in the form of
IN PERMANENT PRESS
·hospital, after· her suicide at- student to suicide-mental, sex- mild sedatives or tranquilizers.
tempt, the girl said: ".I .don't ual, career, identity, social The in-patient department conCan you believe it? The same
know who l really am, what I are the same problems anybody tains 50 beds ·and is reserved for
great ivy button-down has
really want, or where I am go• faces. But it is during the col- the more severe cases-emotional
arrived
in new Permanent
ing. I think things- and worry lege years that they all come to- and mental disorders which necesPress
complete with
and when I feel things I can only gether, often head-on.
sitate hospitalization. There are
smooth "V-Taper" fit and
cry I can't say yes or no--I'm
Aware that many students com. usually very few students in this
like a puppet." After the inci~ mit suicide, most colleges are try· department.
the softest collar roll going.
"It is remarkable," said Miller
dent, her· mother "took over." ing to do something. Within the
It was pressed the day it
Without manifesthig any emo- past d£cade most major campuses ''that there are so few student~
was made and it will never
"'tiona] tesPQnses sbl! fired off in- , havE\ greatly increased their psy- who require hospitalization. We
n~ed pressing again. Come
structions. ab.out. coverrng \IP and ehiatrie counseling services. In try to keep the student out of the
in and try several from our
repairing the·damages. . · · ·
1951i, for instance, _Harvard had hospital because there are healnew
Vanopress spring col·
The roster of problems·;uffered one full-time. psychiatrist on. its ing aspects within the University,
lection.
$0.00.
.by a Coniell .senioc was revealed staff; today 1t has 10 full-time the fact of being a student."
An interesting footnote to the
.during. "thE: , hospital .sessions.. psychiatrists and two consultants,
,~hich follow~'d ~is 'l!lit-3\'t~ilt~ s~i-. •plus t~e Bureau 0! S~dy Counsel, discussion of ·college clinic stu•cide attempt•."His "parents 'Were . whose no~-psych1atnc staff han- dent traffic is that it dropped
VAN H.EUSE~
•going' ·through divorce~:proceed~ dles. emotiOnal as well as aca- sharply at the University of Cali,.
~ings .ane~_.;y(l~r~ of an unhaPJ!Y . d~mJC, pr~b!em.s. . .
.
fornia's Berkeley campus during
TJI.I'l .U~JversltY of c.hJcago has a the Free Speech Movement ac1marru:q~e, ·•litl. eaeli' pareut tr1ed.
:to enl~th~ -'t«<f's,sup,P<Irt a~ainst
Cq~.l].~e.Jmg.Center WJth a staff of ttiiv~~~·t~ie::;s~t!Jh~e::re~l~a~st~y~e~ar~.~---_..:!~====================::::;=====1
•the other. ;.~\iter four years m col- 30 tramed. counselors and a psy- ·
:lege ~¥.·~.-'G·ming close to ·the ch.ia£ric-~firilc 'witli three full-time
tchalleQ!j}ift,;,~arting . a . career. pscl\i$trists •. on~ psyc~ologist, and
!. These ne~~onsibjpt\,i!s .. ob-;: thr~;.psyc~mtr~c socJal w.orkers.
r,vJous~y scd:~~~llt· Hj$1,.:l]lg.s~•"" . ~'.Ill. Umv:ers1ty of .Mmnesota
}tJve m-laws · 1 , not--seem. to hke has 2S,full-tlme professiOnals con~him.
~ ::.;:·..~ . . · · . · .
cern11d with. "vocational goals;
l
St.~Himse)f . .
e~uc:\tional skil~s; personal, so~ At Fai11g1st;:~pnivers.ity ..one·· CJali:·-·~r emotlona·J· . problems;
•member of•·tn~' class of · '66 courtship and· marnage; psychotstabbed hhiiii~'n ~to death. That · logical. testing . . .'' Minnesota's
~same year a ··fteiibmarl had · to be · ps¥chl.atric clinic wit~ f~ur P~Y·
~coaxed from a~dotm roof. One stu- chmtrJsts, two psy?h.mtr1c socml
~dent wreck~d· }tis room .and left. workers, and one chmcal psychol;All were said t.o .'\Je under heavy ogist, served 570 students last
•academic pressures.
year.
• A coed wrote
personal ac- .. Colum~ia yniversity's counsel·
;·count of her attempted suicide :£or mg serv1ce IS smaller and con·
:.the University1 of Wisconsin Daily sists of psychologists. onl.y; ~he
·Cal'dinal. Her comments were school feels that psych1atr1sts
:blunt:
need be used only for referral
', "I was sick. of social pl'essures of serious cases. There has been
·which said that you must act this a 450 per cent increase in student
way or that l~J that you will be use in the past nve. ~ears.
accepted. I was sick of the felll·
Has 11 Phys1c1ans
ing that I was accepted for reaAt ~tanfot·d: the Student Hea~th
sons having nothing to do really . SerVIce medical group contams
with me but from the home or 11 lJSysicians, two of them are
parents came from. 1 was sick full-time psych~atrists. The Coun-.
of the idea that you had to be seling and Tes~mg Center and th.e
rich, sleep with eve1•yone, and Sta_nfor? .Medical School Psychi·
kiss everyone's royal Araerican atr1c Chmcs, located elsewhere on
to be someone. I only wanted to campus, provide about 25 psybe myself but that never seemed chiatrists, .clin!clll . p~ychologists,
to be enough
and psychmtr1c soCial workers
"My parents hounded me about who are involved with students.
my grades to the point that I
The church-relat~d schools h~ve
spent morl! time worrying than ·much less extensive counsehng
I did studying. The idea of· fail· services and !lpparently less need
ure was the worst thing in the for them. Th1s ul a result of budworld that could happen. There getary considerations and the fact

(Continued from Page 1)
dents than among students at the
graduate level.
· -No general relationship was
establil!lhed between suicide tendencie~ and sex, nor between sui, cides and marital status,
. -Suicidal
tendencies were
more often found among the better students.
-Most of the students who attempted suicides did so twice.
Only three of the 16 left suicide
notes. The method:o of attempts,
in order of frequency, were:. poisonous drugs, motor agitation,
jumping off a cliff, shooting, cutting, choking, and car "accident."
Dr. W. D. Tempy at Harvard has
reported that the rate of completed suicides there is three persons for every 20,000 students.
This would indicate that for every actual suicide there are at
least 50 students who have more
or less serious suicidal tendencies
which do not end in tragic death.
Expected Once Yearly
Dr. Dana Farnsworth of the
Harvard University Health Services estimates that · "a suicide
can be expected somewhat more
often than once yearly in a student body of 10,000."
The record shows that in 1962,
about 550 young people between
15 and 19 years old took their
own lives.
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Suicide Solution Sought

All org!lnizations wishing .. to
opet•ate a. booth in the Fiesta Mid· •
way, please contact. Mark Epstein
at 242-2211.

OSU Dorms Give
Money for Voting
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There will be a meetinl;l' of: the
Dance Committee prior to the
dance tonight. All members are
requested to attend this important
meeting.

Fiesta Midway
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l--lighlands Whip U. 11 . . 10
Despite Early Lobo Lead

(

-·

SPORTS PAGE

Highlands University came
from behind to beat the Lobos in
Monday's baseball game ll-:tO after the Lobos had taken a 9-3
lead during the first three innings of play.
The Lobo batters :proved to be
too much for Cowboy pitcher Kiln
Reynolds. The Highlands ace,
1•anked number 7 in the nation,
was relieved of pitching duties
after giveing up six hits after
two innings of play.
Four Pitchers Used
The visiting .Cowboys got 21
hits off the Lobo pitching staff
and completed four double ·plays
to take the victo1·y. Four Lobo
pitchers were used during the
game. Starter Bill Polk, · Paul
Cleveland, Bill Posen, and Jim
Hinkle played.
Drin'khahn came in for the
Cowboys in the third inning and
held the Lobos to one hit for the
rest of the game. That run was
scored by Pappan on a hit by
Ron Bunt.
The 'Pokes tied the score in the
fifth when Enrique Gonzales had
doubled and Beeman singled. Pappan of New Mexico walked in the
sixth and then scored on Bunt's
single to give the Lobos the lead
again.
Scores Final Run
Highlands tied up the sco1·e and
then went on to sco1•e the winning
run in the eighth inning. Runners were on first and second
THE BASEBALL LOBOS, led by heavy hitters
so far enjoyed a successfull 18-12 record in seawhen a Lobo third baseman
such as First Baseman Dick Ness (far left), have
son
play. (Photo by Kendall.)
walked to the mound leaving
third unprotected. Highlands'
Jay Cain moved from second to Ed Admin
third base from where he scored
Music Educators
on a squeeze play and tied the
The campus chapter of the
score. A single by 'Poke pitcher
Music Educators National AssoDrinkhahn drove in the final and
ciation meets Thursday, April 28
winning run.
at 2:30 p.m. in Room 108 of the
The win was credited to High{Continued from Page 1)
Fine Arts Center. A program will
lands' Drinkhahn and gives him a
presented by two members on
be
comes
from
teenagers
who
surUNM will host the University
6-1 record while losing pitcher
"How Albuquerque City .Schools
prisingly
ask
her
to tell parents
on
Educational
AdminisCouncil
was Posen who now has a 3-4 rec- tration at a three-day task :force
a Music Book." There will
that kids don't want everything Adopt
ord.
a]so
be
a display of books.
seminar
on
institutional
roles
:for
they ask for.
Lobos at 18-12
in-sl)rvice educational school ad"The appearance of the autoThe loss gives the Lobos a 18- ministrators.
mobile
has done the most to dis12 recot·d for the season and the
DRAG RACES
The meeting , which is expected . tort teenage behavior for it is a
Cowboys are now at 21-9.
to attract some ·four dozen uniALBUQUERQUE DRAGWAY
The Lobo game with Eastern versity officials and school super- source of power," she said. "Not
4 miles south on Broadway to
New Mexico scheduled for Por- intendents from all parts of the only is it a portable bedroom for
Los
Picaros Rood-East 3 miles
them,
but
it
is
used
to
get
away
tales yesterday was cal1ed be- nation, will be held at the Westfrom their parents."
cause of wet grounds.
ern Skies.
SEASON OPENING-MAY 1
The Council is made up of 45 Teenagers Given Too Much Money
Management:
universities in the United States
Miss Landers said there are
NEW MEXICO TIMING ASSOC.
and Canada which prepare educa- many reasons for this. Too many
"THE MIGHTY MIDGET"
TROPHIES AWARDED ALL CLASSES
tion administrators at the doctoral kids are the· products of divorced
THE WAIIT AD
level.
parents. They are also given too
Will Do th• Job lo1 You
Gale Opens at 7:00 A.M.
The Albuquerque seminar is de- much money. "Teenagers get an
Time Trials at 8:00 A.M.
signed to study the job being allowance today for just breathEliminations at 1:00 P.M.
done now by universities in the ing."
field of in-service training for
school administrators and to set
guidelines for new programs in
the future.
Registration will be conducted
today at Western Skies, with the
first meeting scheduled at 8:30
Thursday when UNM president
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
Tom L. Popejoy will welcome par.( line ad •• 65c--4 times, $2.00. Insertions·
mwot be submitted by noon on day before
ticipants to New Mexico.
··
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·

.

243·0588.
PERSONALIZED and creative alterations
and rCIIWlins:. S.,wing and mending, Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (close to Unl•
versity), phone 242·7533.
. PERSONALS
-

GtRL to share apartment expenses with

working woman and small son. 2 Blocks
from btl!! line. Call Carol at 242-8051
betWeetl 8 am•5 pm. 4/22, 2&, 27.
GREETING card!! for every oeeulon. Con•
teml)orary, .Mother's Day, Allo Quality
Wedding Invitations. Gresham'& Hous~ of •
llalllllark, 3501 Lomas · NE.
FLYlNG atudomta check our new lower
ratee, Ask about the SG.dD Introductory
otl'e~; Many additional featUre!! at no
extra cost, Call Southwestern SkywaY•·

Applications for delegates to at·
tend the National Student Association congress this summer, are
to be turned in to the NSA office
by Friday April 29. Applicants·
are to use the regular student
government application.
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BY THE MAKER$ OF OLD SPICE
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By CQurt Challenging
By MIKE MONTGOMERY
In its first meeting since the
spring student body elections,
Student Court last night heard

· JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
Write: P.O. Bo>< 11381, Albuquerque

COVERED W AGO

·-"'

'

•

Tennis •••••••• , •• $9

D. G. BUCKLES and Fred Bornstein are discussing final preparations for "The Typist'~by Schisgal and "Galileo" by Breeht. which
the two senior drama majors are doing as their senior projects.
'The shows will be presented Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. each
night. Admission is free but tickets must be picket up at the
University Drama Department main. office.

1FBI ·Plans
AIIIAWIY PRO-FECIED
fat' Club Plar

Appro,. Stringing Cosl
Tennl• •. • • •• • ••••

•7

Badminton ...... $8

ASHAWA't MULTI·PLY

For Regular Play
Approx. Slr!nglng Cost

Tennis ••••••••••• $5
Badminton ...... $4

I s H u L TON

two formal complaints concerning·
the elections and received a
promise of a third.
In the first complaint, Dana

Disclaims
Ab.omina~h·le Snowman

OLD TOWN

ASHAWA't VANTAGE

.

Dr~··.Nevison

.....

SEE INDIANS MAKE
tURQUOISE JEWELRY

For T~umarnent Play
Approx. Stringing Cost

.

'
'

Results of the · Electioti

STUDENT CHAPTER NOW FOilMING

Get it done right. Get MAN-POWER •• , the new P.ower-packed
aerosol deodorant! MAN-POWER'S got the stepped.up pene·
tration power, the 24-hour staying power a man needs. Goes
on fast ••• never sticky ••• dries in seconds. Try it! 1.00

. NSA Delegates

·•1

. ·

.

GOTA
MAN'S JOB
TODD?

City and county official!! will be
on campus for three days this
week for a county-city managers
short course.
The program is sponsored by
the University's Bureau of Business Resear~:h, the City Managers
·Association, and the Municipal
League of New Mexico. It opens
tomorrow and runs through Friday.
Sessions are scheduled for the
Student Union Building. Art Blumenfeld, director of the Bureau
of Business Research, will ad·
dess a luncheon meeting tomorrow. Blumenfeld will discuss Title
One of the Higher Education Act
of 1965, which deals with communitey development programs.

-

Two Qo~Jjt s Heard
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Him!dayan :mountain climber
Dr• Thomas Nevison 'told the
11NM Mountaineering Club· last
night that his experienceS searching 'for the Abominable Snowman
have revealed no evidence to indicate its existence.
Speaking of his trek into. the
Himalayas with other scientists,
Nevison said, "Secretly we hoped
we would find a snowman and ·
thus become famous'. overnight

to· Investigate

· .Lovington Dfs.crint.inofiQn
New Mexico may have its first
'test case' of the provisions of the
1964 Civil Rights Act.
'The file on four students - two
Negroes and two white-s who went
to Lovington, New Mexico, for the
purpose of testing public accommodations has been demanded by
the Attorney General's office in
Washington today.
The attorney general's .office

will ask for an investigation by

the FBI. If the FBI finds a case
of discrimination, the attorney
general will prosecute for violation of the public accommodation
clause of the 1964 civil rights act.
Deliberately Testing
On February 12 four Action
Committee on Human Rights
members deliberately tried to test
the public accommodations in
Lovington. In two out of the three
motels visited, the Negroes were
discriminated against.
At the first motel the two Negroes tried to get a room and
were refusfld. A few :minutes after
the Negroes were refused, the two
white students asked for accommodations. They were given a
choice of two rooms.

McNomoro Visits
Fronce for Tolks

'
By United Press International.
·LONDON - Secretary of Defense McNamara arrived in Lon·
don yesterday for a two-day meeting beginning today of western
defense ministe:rs~ McNamara
says the ministers will be .con•
cerned with formulatinJ a,
policy towards France. Be 1$8YS
be hopes the ministers and chiefs:
of staff will move toward 'increased participation in defense
with NATO.
Earlier, McNamara made news
with the release of secret testimony to congressional groups. He
urged before the Armed Services
Committee that a nationwide fallout shelter program be developed
along With any anti-ballistic missile defense. McNamara said
through the proposed Nike-X system enemy warheads could be
detonated west of Washington
and winds could carry the :fallout
and kill millions.
It also was revealed that Me•
Namara told a Senate subcom·
mittee in February he believes
"substantial numbers" of U.S •
troops will .not be needed in Viet
Nam once U.S. objectives are met
there. He said he could not esti·
mate how many soldiers would
have to remain•.

When the group tried to get a
room in the second motel, the
two white ACOHR members entered first and were given a choice
of two rooms. When the two Negroes inquired about the remain· ing room 1· -they were refused.
The grou)l. . then went to the
county sheritf to iile a complaint,
but were forci!d .to undergo "severe verbal harassment," Terry
Lamm, a member of the group,

n!lw -

City Administration
Course to Be Given

Would you believe the ·'·MIRAGE will be ready in July?

No. 100

.

The annual .banquet-bu~ines-s
meeting of The Friends of the
Librari~nr;; will be held at 6 :30
p.m., May 7, in the Desert Room
of the Union. Spe~ker will be
Stephen A. Mitchell, former cam. paign manager for Adlai Stevenson. Reservations must be made
in advance at $3.50 per plate by
contacting Mrs. Marie Jones at
Zimmerman Libra1·y, at 277-4!l41.

•

.

Thursday, April28, 1966

Library Friends

~~~J

·~

Vol. 69

Landers Criticizes
UNM Plays Host American Society
To School Meet

tiona Building. Phone 277·400Z or 277·4102.
FOR SALE
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, fireplace, separate
dining room;: corner Jot w/aUey access:
to walled Yard W/inner walled patio. 0.6
miles to UNM. 323 Amherst Dr. SE.
$14,260: $450 down. 277·2020: 256·1243.
4/22, 25, 27, 28.
1950 CHEVROLET 2-door. Good condi·
tion. Asking $115. Call 242-7533. 4/27,
2S, 29.
SWIMMING noof. Fenced and filtered. Ex·
ceiJent S room home,. 1%, baths, garage,
barbcque~ patio, landscaping. Hard wood
tloo,.., ducted heating & cooling. Spot·
less. Extrlll!. $19,000. Facult)l' owner.
256-8228. 4/27, 28, 2D, 5/2.
HAND KNIT all wool roll collar ponch<rred and grey. $15.00, Will nlso knit oth·
ers to _your _cotot" selection. P. Hoyd,
256·2862, 4/27, 28, 20, 6/2.
MUST sell or trad~Porsclte 1959 hardtop
convert.ible. Make ofFer. Call Dr. Chapman,
298-1484.
. 4·13, 27
SERVICES
TYPEWRtTE.II. salos & repair. $pedal
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free Pickup & delivery. E & E Typ.,.
writer Service. 2217 Coal SE, plione

EXICOLOBO

OUR SIXTY.SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

EDITOR CHUCK LANIER
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nent Subsidy OK'd by Senate
WASHINGTON - President
Johnson won a major congressional victory yesterday as the
Senate overruled its appropriations committee and approved $12·
(Continued on page 2)
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. • • but most of us were scil)ntists."
"We were prepared to examine
all the evidence that had previously been submitted to prove
the existence ·Of the snowman."
The scientists used many devices in their attempt to gather
evidence indicative of the snowman's existence. Cameras with
trip strings were stationed in
hopes than a snowman would
amble by, trip the string, and
leave a photograph of himself.
Nevison said that when a photograph of empty space was
found in one of the cameras, the
natives of the area.suggested that
the snowman had made himself
invisible when he tripped the
string. Much superl!ltition sur-tounds beliefs eone.,.ning t}le.
snowman, he pointe!l tout.

Nevison said that the scientists
said. They were also threatened, bought skins aJieged to have come
lie said.'
·
from the backs of snowmen. Later
Complaint Filed in Roswelf
scientific studies revealed that
: The group was unable to ·file the skins were actually bear pelts.
a complaint and were forced to
Alleged snowman scalps which
go to Roswe11 to do so.
have the status of religious relics
The case was then ta'ken up by in the Himaloyas proved to be
the U.S. Ciyil Rights Commission fabrications upon investigation.
who called it the most "airtight
"I would not go so far as to say
case of discrimination ever seen." that there is no snowman . • . I
After 30 days, the local chan- would hate to do that .•• but we
nels of justice were exhausted in found no evidence to indicate its
search for equity for this discrim- existence," Nevison concluded.
inating situation. The case was
then sent to Washington where it
reached the attention of the atTeacher Interviews
torney general.
Interviewers from two out-ofstate school districts will be at
Senate Postponed
the UNM Placement Center durThe Student Senate which was ing May. The representative from
to have been held this afternoon Window Rock School Dictrict,
has be!!lli& postponed until next Fort Defiance, Ariz., will be presThursday··"at 3:30 p.m. All old ent Tuesday, May 3, and from
and new 'senators are invited to Grant Joint Union High School
attend. The place will be an- District, Sacramento, Calif., TueSnounced later.
day, May 10.

'

Bowley,' Justin Joseph, Christian
We.stphal and Ervin Wortman
challenged the Elections Committee as defendant and Peter Rinn,
Ward Koeberle, Betty Jo Miller,
Rik Hess and Dick Baker as codefendants.
The plaintiffs' complaint read
in part, "The ASUNM Constitution was violated by the defendant in the person of the co-defendants in the 1966 spring election." The plaintiffs charged that
the ASUNM Constitution's requirement of an Australian ballot, by definition, secret, was violated by the Elections Committeeand its members.
..,...,~.
Ballots Not Secret
The plaintiffs stated that since
all the baUots were numbered,
and all voters' student identification numbers were placed next to
their respective ballot numbers
oil a list, required by the defendant, "the secrecy of the ballot was violated • . • the ballot
used was not an Australian Ballot and . • • thus the ASUNM
Constitution was violated."
The plaintiffs asked that those
ballots used in the spring elections as well as the voter lists
compiled by the election officials
"be impounde4 . by the .Studellt
Court • • • and destro7ed'' ~~(\e10
their - direction. They fumier
. asked $tudent Court to ~ake ally
necessary correi!tions "tb insu~.
that the ballots used in future
elections conform to the type specified in the ASUNM Constitution."
Name Not On Ballots
In the second formal complaint,
senator-elect Steven van Dresser
charged the Elections Committee
with failing to place his name on
100 of the ballots used in the
spring elections. He :further
charged that the Elections Committee failed to "correct the omission . . . after it was well-known
that such an omission existed.''
Van Dresser contended that "as
many as 77 ballots" not containing his name "may have been,
used during the election." By
reason of his total vote count, van
Dresser stated that "approximately one out of three" votel'lt. _
voted for him, and therefore 21)
additional votes might ,have been
cast for him had his name appeared on· all the ballots. Those
(Continued on page 6)
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Blue Key Hosting
Honors Assembly
Scholarship, performance and
achievement at UNM will be recognized Thursday, April 28, at the
annual Honors Assembly to be
held at 7:30 p.m. in the Ballroom
o£ the Student Union.
Breaking away from the traditional daytime assembly, this
year's recognition ceremony in
the evening will be conducted by
Blue Key, honorary for senior
men. Philip Keen, UNM medical
student from Hobbs, is president.
Newly elected officers in student government will be inaugurated, the six class honoraries
for men a~d women will "tap out"
new members. The LOBO will
name outstanding senior wonian,
man, and athlete, and the annual
citizenship award will be given.
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DANGERS CltOWDED the Union Ballroom for
last night's Wednesday night "grubbies" dance.
A few are shown above unwinding to the music
of the Chessmen (background), who provided

music for the affair, one of the Union dance com·
committee's regular Wednesday night activities.
(LOBO photo by Noland.)

